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WINE BY THE GLASS
WINE SELTZERS

Crafted tastefully from our cellars, Decoy Premium Seltzers are a blend of varietal wines, sparkling water and all-natural flavors. Delivering a
sophisticated seltzer experience, our premium seltzers are crafted for those who are looking for a lighter offering with exceptional taste.
Bizzarro Spritz

$8.00

DECOY SPARKLING SELTZER ROSE WITH BLACK CHERRY

$7.00

DECOY SPARKLING SELTZER CHARDONNAY WITH CLEMENTINE ORANGE

$7.00

Poured over ice with an orange slice, the Bizzarro Spritz is an artfully formulated blend of Bizzarro natural white wine, water and bubbles. Dry and
refreshing yet approachable and lush, this is a meticulously crafted canned cocktail that highlights both the bitter complexity and orange blossom freshness
of Bizzarro.
Crisp and bubbly with strawberry, melon, guava and refreshing notes of black cherry
Crisp and bubbly with apple, pear, vanilla and refreshing notes of orange

$7.00

DECOY SPARKLING SELTZER CHARDONNAY WITH LEMON & GINGER

$7.00

DECOY SPARKLING SELTZER SAUVIGNON BLANC WITH VIBRANT LIME

$7.00

Crisp and bubbly with apple, pear, vanilla and refreshing notes of lemon and ginger
Crisp and bubbly with grapefruit, peach, lemon zest and refreshing notes of lime

SPARKLING WINES
Hillinger Sparkling Pinot Noir Rose

$7.00

Gatao Vinho Verde

$5.00

SCARPETTA FRICO FRIZZANTE

$7.00

SCARPETTA FRICO LAMBRUSCO

$7.00

Austria - Gently sparkling and fine fruity, made from 100% Pinot Noir grapes. The bouquet reminds of strawberries, the palate appears refreshing, fruity
and finely chiselled and presents a particularly elegant Perlage, well integrated acidity and a harmonious finish.
Pale straw colour; citrus aromas with melon and pinapple notes; dry, light and refreshing; slightly frizzante with crisp clean finish One of the most familiar
Vinho Verde brands in Portugal, this wine is medium sweet with a light prickle on the tongue.
Italy - Northern Italy is known for its great sparkling wines. Frico Frizzante, a sparkling wine inspired by a love of Prosecco, is a blend of Trebbiano, Glera
and Chardonnay. With light refreshing bubbles and flavors of crisp green apples and pear, Frizzante brings you the joy of Italian sparkling wine in a can.
Crisp, clean, bubbly pleasure in a can.
Italy - Lambrusco is the quintessential sparkling aperitivo of the Emilia Romagna area of Italy and a great pre-dinner start to every occasion. This Lambrusco
is vibrant, fresh, with a kind of sweetness and a wonderful tart finish. Frico Lambrusco brings this central Italian wine tradition to life in a can!
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WHITES
BORELL DIEHL MULLER-THURGAU

5oz $9.00

MONTE VELHO VINHO BRANCO

5oz $7.00

THE ELECTRIC ACID TEST CHARDONNAY

5oz $9.00

Germany - An ingenious combination of fruit, restrained acidity but a very clear focus. Our go-to liter of light, dry refreshment for picnics, beach
drinking, patio parties, apps, lunches, brunches, sangria-making, and happy hour. ...
Portugal - Crystalline, citrine color, with fresh aromas of white fruit and citrus. Firm and intense white wine, with subtle minerality and crisp fruit
flavors, and a long and elegant finish. ...
Germany - An eclectic take on Chardonnay. Organic, small production, hand harvested fruit from German’s Pfalz region. A blend of 90% Chardonnay
and 10% Riesling. Lean and crisp with Golden Delicious apple undertones make this a perfect companion to autumn evenings.

ROSES
BRICCO DEI TATI ROSE

Italy - 100% Barbera. Juice is removed immediately after pressing to achieve its gorgeous color and maintain freshness. Fresh with aromas and flavors
of strawberries, cherries and rose petals.

5oz $7.00

REDS
ROCK & VINE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

5oz $8.00

MONTEVENTO MONTEPULCIANO

5oz $7.00

UVA NON GRATA GAMAY

5oz $7.00

California - This is Bordeaux-style blend consists of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Malbec, and Petit Verdot. Filled with rich and ripe
black fruit flavors, a backbone of rich textures and firm well-integrated tannins. Notes of dried herbs and a wonderful spice component that rounds out
this intensely rich wine. ...
Italy - Light bodied, intense, and fruity with hints of black bramble berries and black pepper finishing with a rich mid palate and a soft texture. Classic
and very drinkable. ...
France - Bouncy, crunchy Gamay, this no-fuss wine is an irresistible fruit bomb packed with amazing primary fruit aromas and delicious soft red berry
flavors. Gorgeous Gamay at its best. ...
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